In this paper, we provide a graphic formulation for modeling non-isothermal reaction systems based on the classical chemical reaction network theory (CRNT) and apply it to analyzing dynamic properties of detailed balanced network systems. To model thermal effects, we extend the classical chemical reaction network (CRN) formulation by adding two parameters to each direct (reaction) edge, depicting, respectively, the instantaneous internal energy change after the firing of the reaction and the variation of the reaction rate with respect to the temperature. For systems possess thermodynamic equilibria, a compact dynamic equation is provided exhibiting at the same time the graphic topology and thermodynamic information. With this formula, the Legendre transformation, and some mild conditions, we show non-isothermal detailed balanced network systems to admit some fundamental properties: dissipativeness, the detailed balancing of each equilibrium, the existence and uniqueness of the equilibrium, and the asymptotic stability. In general, the analysis and results of this work provide insights into the research of non-isothermal chemical reaction systems.
network (non-isothermal CRN).
In pioneering works [44, 45] , Wang and her co-workers investigated non-isothermal CRNs through the port-Hamiltonian modeling approach. In the modeling part, they innovatively added a new parameter to each reaction edge to model the Arrhenius law. Moreover, by the port-Hamiltonian formulation and thermodynamic relations, they provided (isolated) non-isothermal detailed balanced networks with a compact dynamic formula, based on which the stability analysis was carried out. Apart from these results, tremendous topics in the field of non-isothermal CRNT are uncovered; notably, there is still no systematic network approach to modeling non-isothermal chemical reaction systems in the general case.
Meanwhile, investigating the thermodynamics that underlies CRN systems is also of great significance, as it can help researchers to understand dynamic properties of the system better and give insights into the CRNT. A chemical reaction system (or process system) distinguishes itself within the general class of nonlinear systems in the sense that it is described by conservation laws and supports the laws of thermodynamics [47] . With the progress in the last century, the second law of thermodynamics in chemical reaction systems is no longer questioned. It is pointed out that the affinity (the linear combination of chemical potentials) is the thermodynamic force of the reaction and, therefore, the second law of thermodynamics was shown by Prigogine's dissipation structure [29] . Within the detailed balanced isothermal CRN framework, van der Schaft et al. [40, 41] established a compact formula which exhibits at the same time the graphic structure and the aforementioned thermodynamic knowledge, and by which dynamical properties can be easily characterized. For (isolated) non-isothermal systems that possess thermodynamic equilibria, Wang et al. [45] provided a similar compact mathematical formulation, which greatly simplified the stability analysis in that domain. On the other hand, the task to understand the thermodynamic properties and dissipation relations in thermodynamically non-equilibrium CRN systems is still an on-going project. In a seminal paper [25] , Horn and Jackson introduced a logarithmic Lyapunov function called the pseudo-Helmholtz free energy (also known as the availability function of the Helmholtz energy) which is dissipated in complex balanced networks. Since then, it attracted much attention to study this function's thermodynamic interpretation and properties. In analogy to the literature [40, 41] , Rao et al. [33] applied the pseudo-Helmholtz free energy to providing complex balanced networks with a similar compact mathematical formulation, exhibiting at the same time the graphic structure and thermodynamic relations. From the viewpoint of statistical mechanics, Anderson and his co-workers showed that the stationary distribution of a stochastic complexed balanced (isothermal) network has a product-form [7] , similar to Poisson distributions, and its non-equilibrium potential leads to pseudo-Helmholtz free energy in the classical limit case [6] . Inspired by these thermodynamic analyses, Fang and Gao [17] introduced Lyapunov function PDEs based on the stationary distribution and showed their solution to be dissipative and serve as Lyapunov functions for some special cases, including but not limited to complex balanced networks. The extension of classical thermodynamic concepts to non-equilibrium cases (especially living systems) is reviewed in the literature [9] , which provides the physiochemical basis for analyzing large-scale metabolic networks in living systems (c.f. [9, 10] ). However, there is still a lack of a generic theory that works very well for every thermodynamically non-equilibrium chemical reaction system; also, the thermodynamic studies on non-isothermal CRNs are somewhat limited both for thermodynamically equilibrium systems and for thermodynamically non-equilibrium systems.
In this paper, we devote ourselves to establishing a CRN formulation that can model generic non-isothermal chemical reaction systems and utilizing thermodynamics to analyze properties of detailed balanced (non-isothermal) systems. First, we modify the CRN structure by adding two parameters to each direct (reaction) edge, depicting, respectively, the internal energy change and the transition state theory. Such modifications enable CRNs to model generic non-isothermal chemical reaction systems while preserving its ability to describe isothermal systems. Based on this framework, we follow the techniques in [40, 45] to provide detailed balanced networks with a compact formula which exhibits at the same time the graphic structure and the thermodynamic information, and with which some dynamic properties, such as the stability and the detailed balancing of each equilibrium, can be easily characterized. Also, we prove the existence and uniqueness of the equilibrium in each invariant region by investigating the unboundedness of the shifted Legendre transformation of the availability function, and, moreover, conclude the asymptotic stability of each equilibrium. Compared with the previous literature [44, 45] , this paper considers a more general class of chemical reaction systems and applies more thermodynamic knowledge to investigating system properties. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we revisit some basic terminologies of equilibrium thermodynamics and the isothermal CRNT. In section 3, we utilize the knowledge of thermodynamics and the transition state theory to modify the CRN structure so that it works for general non-isothermal systems. Then, for nonisothermal detailed balanced networks, a compact mathematical formula was present in section 4, exhibiting at the same time the network topology and the thermodynamic information. Based on this formula, analyses of some dynamic properties of detailed balanced network systems are easily carried out. In section 5, we show the asymptotic stability of detailed balanced network systems by studying the Legendre transform of the availability function. Finally, section 6 concludes this paper. In the following table, we list some frequently used notations in this paper. Mathematical Notation: R n , R n ≥0 , R n >0 : n-dimensional real space, nonnegative and positive real space, respectively.
x v·i : x v·i = d j=1 x vji j , where x, v ·i ∈ R d and 0 0 is defined to be 1. Exp(x) : Exp(x) = (exp(x 1 ), exp(x 2 ), · · · , exp(x d )) where x ∈ R d >0 . Ln(x) : Ln(x) = (ln x 1 , ln x 2 , · · · , ln x d ) , where x ∈ R d >0 . ⊗ : Cartesian product. I n : an n × n identity matrix. 0 n : an n-dimensional vector with every entry to be zero. 1 n : an n-dimensional vector with every entry to be one. δ i : an n-dimensional vector with the i-th component being 1 and the others zeros. χ(·) : the indicator function.
Preliminary.
In this section, we briefly review some basic concepts of thermodynamics and the isothermal chemical reaction network theory.
2.1. Thermodynamics. Usually, there are two perspectives to study thermodynamics, the reversible pathway argument originated from Carnot [13] and the statistical mechanics' viewpoint introduced by Gibbs [23], Maxwell [31, 32] , and Boltzmann [11] . In this part, we review the thermodynamics from the viewpoint of statistical mechanics, mainly referring to Sethna's textbook [34] . Notably, we assume, in this paper, the system to have a fixed volume and, for simplicity, the volume to be unitary.
2.1.1. Thermodynamic potentials. First, we consider a closed system where n kinds of ideal fluids are well mixed. In such a system, We denote amounts of these substances as N 1 , N 2 , . . . , N n (with the unit of mole) and the temperature as T (with the unit of Kelvin, K). According to the canonical ensemble (c.f. [34] ), each molecule of i-th substance is behaving randomly with respect to the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
where ω i is the microscopic state of the molecule taking value in a metric space Ω i , the function H i (·) is a non-negative function called the Hamiltonian, the parameter R is the Boltzmann constant equaling to 1.38 × 10 −23 J/K, and Z i (T ) is the normalization factor (or called the partition function of the single molecule system) defined by
Here, we further assume the Hamiltonian, H i (·), to have at least linear growth, i.e.
. . , n and some positive constant Con, so that the integral in (2.2) is convergent. The Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution (2.1) works for both classical mechanics and quantum mechanics. In classical mechanics, ω i is the vector of positions and momentums of the molecule with values taken in a high dimensional Euclidean space (i.e. Ω i = R d where d is the dimension of the space). Whereas in quantum mechanics, ω i is a wave function representing the probability distribution of positions and momentums of the molecule, and the topology of the space Ω i is much more complicated. According to the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, each molecule has the average energy (with the unit of joule per mole J/mol)
where the integral is convergent due to (2.3), and the whole system has the average internal energy (with the unit of J)
where A v is the Avogadro number (a constant), N = (N 1 , N 2 , ..., N n ) , and u(T ) (u 1 (T ), u 2 (T ), · · · , u n (T )) . The system's internal energy is the sum of the energy of each molecule in the system and, therefore, fluctuates over time due to the randomness of each molecule. However, by the law of large numbers, the fluctuation of the internal energy is extremely small compared to the average of the internal energy, and, therefore, from the viewpoint of statistics, the internal energy can be expressed by U (T, N ), a deterministic function of the temperature and mass amounts.
In statistic mechanics, the partition function is another important concept worth reviewing. For each molecular system, the partition function is defined by (2.2) . For the whole system, the partition function is established based on the ones of molecular systems and has the expression
where the factorial term in the denominator is due to the indistinguishability of particles of each substance [34] . Particularly, the functions Z i (T ) and Z(T, N ) are both non-descending with respect to the temperature component. Proof. Note that by definition Z(T, N ) is non-descending with respect to the temperature if each Z i (T ) is non-descending. Therefore, we only need to show Z i (T ) (i = 1, . . . , n) to be non-decreasing. The derivative of Z i (T ) is given by dZi(T ) dT = Ωi Hi(ω)
where the convergence of the integral is guaranteed by (2.3). Therefore, Z i (T ) is non-descending, which proves the result.
Moreover, in this paper, we adopt the following assumption, which suggests each partition function Z i (T ) to grow to infinity at the infinite temperature.
This assumption is not very restrictive as it holds true in many well-known cases, such as the ideal gas molecules where the Hamiltonian has a quadratic form, and, therefore, its partition function Z i (T ) goes to infinity [34] . In section 5, Condition 1 will be applied to showing the existence and uniqueness of a detailed balanced equilibrium.
For the i-th species, each molecular system's Helmholtz free energy and entropy are given, respectively, by
with the units of J/mol and J/(mole · K), respectively [34] . For simplicity, we denote g(T ) (g 1 (T ), g 2 (T ), ..., g n (T )) and s(T ) (s 1 (T ), s 2 (T ), ..., s n (T )) in the context of this paper. Through simple calculation, one can arrive at the following expression
which will be frequently used in later analyses. Moreover, according to L'Hospital's rule, the Helmholtz free energy satisfies the low temperature limit
For the whole system, the Helmholtz free energy (with the unit of J) is defined by
where O (RT ln(A v N i )) represents a higher order term whose order of magnitude is at most the same as the one of RT ln(A v N i ), and the second equality follows immediately from Stirling's approximation [34] . Since the terms RT ln(A v N i ) is very small in the molar scale and at the real-world temperature, the higher order term in the above formula can be neglected, and, therefore, the free energy is expressed as
Moreover, the whole system's entropy (with the unit of J · mole/K) is defined by
and, by (2.5), (2.7), and (2.8), there holds the relation
Heat capacity and the fundamental equation.
The heat capacity is the amount of heat supplying to a system to raise the temperature by a unit degree. For the molecule system (of i-th substance) and the whole system, the heat capacity is defined respectively as
where c(T ) = (c 1 (T ), ..., c n (T )) . Since the heat capacity of each molecule system can be seen as the variance of the Hamiltonian with respect to Boltzmann distribution [34] , heat capacities, c i (T ) and C(T, N ), are both non-negative functions. Moreover, by the at least linear growth of each Hamiltonian, the heat capacity c i (T ) is strictly positive at any positive temperature.
Proposition 2.2. If the inequality (2.3) holds, then 1. c j (T ) > 0 for any T > 0 and i = 1, . . . , n, 2. C(T, N ) > 0 for any T > 0 and N ∈ R n >0 . Proof. The inequality (2.3) suggests the function H i (·) to be not an almost everywhere constant function, and, therefore, the heat capacity c j (T ), the variance of H i (·) with respect to the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, is great than 0 at any positive temperature. Therefore, the first result is shown. The second result follows immediately from the first result and the definition (2.10). For a thermodynamic system with n components, Callen's first postulate [12] states that n + 2 extensive variables, (U, V, N 1 , . . . , N n ) with V the volume, define all the macroscopic properties of the system. Recall that we fixed the system's volume in this paper. Therefore, Callen's first postulate suggests the system we consider can be fully characterized by n+1 extensive variables, (U, N 1 , . . . , N n ). The relations between other thermodynamic quantities (for instance, the temperature and the entropy) and these n + 1 extensive variables are shown in the following. 
and
Proof. According to Proposition 2.2, we have ∂U (T,N )
>0 . Thus by the implicit function theorem, the relation (2.11) follows immediately from differentiating (2.4) with the definition region {(U, N ) | U > N u(0)} R n+1 >0 . Moreover, by differentiating (2.8), we have the relation
where the first line follows from (2.5). By plugging (2.11) into the last line, we arrive at (2.12).
The equation (2.12) is the fundamental thermodynamic relation when the volume is fixed, and the term µ in (2.12) is called the chemical potential, which determines the direction of reactions [29] . Moreover, from the relation (2.12), we can observe that the entropy function S(U, N ) is strictly concave.
>0 . Proof. By (2.12) and (2.11), we can calculate the Hessian matrix of S(U, N ) as
where D(N ) = A v R · diag{ln N 1 , ln N 2 , . . . , ln N n }. Obviously, D(N ) is a positive diagonal matrix. Moreover, by denoting the matrix
we arrive at the relation
which proves this proposition.
In the context of this paper, we call a state (U, N ) positive if (U, N ) ∈ R n >0 and U > N u(0), i.e., the internal energy, mass amounts, and temperature are all positive.
Isothermal chemical reaction network theory.
Here, we concern ourselves with an isothermal system of the unit volume. According to Callen's first postulate and the restrictions, the system's state can be fully characterized by mass amounts N . In such a system, we consider r reactions taking place among n substances with the reaction scheme (2.13) α 1,j X 1 + · · · + α n,j X n −→α 1,j X 1 + · · · +α n,j X n , j = 1, ..., r, where X i represents the i-th species in the system, α i,j andα i,j are non-negative integers called stoichiometric coefficients, and the integer vectors, (α 1,j , . . . , α n,j ) and (α 1,j , . . . ,α n,j ) , are termed as complexes. The isothermal chemical reaction network theory (isothermal CRNT) [20, 22, 25] views the above reaction scheme as a graph, where the linear combinations of species on both sides of the reactions are the vertexes, and the reaction arrows are the edges. Therefore to fully describe the reaction scheme, the isothermal chemical reaction network (isothermal CRN) is proposed by a triple class (S, C, R) with the definition as follows.
Definition 2.5 (Isothermal CRN [20, 22, 25] ). An isothermal chemical reaction network is a triple class (S, C, R), in which • S {X 1 , . . . , X n } is the species set representing the considered substances, • C {y 1 , . . . , y m } is the complex set consisting of all distinguished complexes where m is the size of the set. • R {y σ1 → y π1 , . . . , y σr → y πr } is the reaction set with σ j and π j (1 ≤ j ≤ r)
being respectively the indexes of the substrate and product complexes of the j-th reaction. Particularly, for each reaction, σ j and π j should not be the same.
Utilizing the graph theory, recent literature [33, 42, 43] introduces the complex matrix, Y (y 1 , . . . , y m ) ∈ R n×m whose j-th column corresponds to the j-th complex in C, and the incidence matrix, D ∈ R m×r where
to further simplify the description of a isothermal CRN. The complex matrix corresponds to the complexes (vertexes) in the isothermal CRN, and the incidence matrix shows linkages between these complexes (i.e., edges). Alternative to the triple class (S, C, R), the chemical reaction scheme (2.13) can also be fully model by matrices Y and D. Moreover, the matrix Γ Y D is equal to the standard stoichiometric matrix.
Reaction kinetics is another essential concept in isothermal CRNT. In many cases, chemical reactions obey the mass-action kinetics, i.e., reaction rates satisfy
where v j (·) is the j-th reaction rate, k j is the j-th rate constant. 2 We denote a kinetics class K (k 1 , . . . , k r ) to represent the rate constant of each chemical reaction. From the graphics viewpoint, these parameters can be viewed as weights associated with edges of the CRN, showing the kinetics of the system. Therefore, a chemical reaction system of mass-action kinetics can be fully modeled by a quadruple class (S, C, R, K), and its dynamics has the form
where v(N ) = (v 1 (N ), . . . , v r (N )). From (2.16), one can observe that the increment of the state, N (t) − N (0), where t and 0 are the time argument, always belongs to the linear space Im Γ, and, therefore, the state can only evolve in an invariant set (N (0) + Im Γ) R n ≥0 . The isothermal CRNT terms the linear space Im Γ as the stoichiometric subspace, the invariant sets (N (0) + Im Γ) R n ≥0 as the stoichiometric compatibility class, and the positive part of the invariant set, (N (0) + Im Γ) R n >0 , as the positive stoichiometric compatibility class.
A mass-action CRN (S, C, R, K) is reversible if for every reaction y σj → y πj there exists a backward reaction y πj → y σj in the reaction set. This pair of reversible reactions are termed as the forward and backward reactions. Among all chemical reaction networks, there is a special class of networks called detailed balanced networks, where the network is reversible, and at some equilibrium reaction rates of each pair of forward and backward reactions are balanced. In isothermal CRNT, such equilibria that balance the forward and backward reactions are termed as detailed balanced equilibria. In the past few decades, a large body of literature has investigated detailed balanced networks; a summary of fundamental properties of them is listed as follows.
Theorem 2.6 ( [22, 40] ). Let a mass-action isothermal CRN (S, C, R, K) be detailed balanced admitting a positive detailed balanced equilibrium N * . By denoting
, the following properties holds.
1. G A (N ) (as a function of N ) serves as a Lyapunov function for the system; G A (N ) ≤ 0 where the equality holds if and only if ∇G(N ) ∈ ker(Γ ⊥ ) 2. Any positive equilibrium of the system is detailed balanced. 3. In each positive stoichiometric compatibility class, there exists only one equilibrium, and this equilibrium is locally asymptotically stable.
The Lyapunov function G A (N ) first introduced by Horn and Jackson [25] is called the pseudo-Helmholtz free energy because of the similarity between these two functions' expressions. To be specific,we can easily observe by (2.7) that
where T * is the temperature of the isothermal system, and in which the term on the right-hand side of the equality is the availability function of the Helmholtz free energy with respect to mass amounts [2] .
We consider a mass-action isothermal chemical reaction system with the chemical reaction scheme
whose rate constants are both one. According to the definition, the species set, the complex set, the reaction set, and the kinetics class are respectively
, by which we can fully model the system. Alternatively, the reaction scheme can also be represented by the complex matrix and the incidence matrix,
and, therefore, the dynamic equation has the expressioṅ
In this system, the stoichiometric compatibility class is given by (N (0) + Im Γ) R n ≥0 , which is invariant in the above dynamics.
By observation, we can check that the network is reversible, and, moreover, there is a detailed balanced equilibrium N * = (1, 1, 1) , which indicates the mass-action isothermal CRN (S, C, R, K) to be detailed balanced. By denoting G A (N ) = N LnN − 1 n (N − 1 n ), we can conclude by Theorem 2.6 that G A (N ) is a Lyapunov function for the system and renders the system to be locally asymptotically stable at the unique equilibrium in the positive stoichiometric compatibility class (N (0) + Im Γ) R n >0 .
Modeling of non-isothermal chemical reaction systems via networks.
3.1. The reaction scheme. We concern ourselves with a chemical reaction system which has the unitary volume, and where the temperature can vary, i.e., nonisotherm. By Callen's first postulate, the macroscopic properties of the system can be fully characterized by n + 1 extensive variables (U, N ). In such a system, we consider that there are r reactions taking place among n substances with the reaction scheme (2.13). Moreover, to denote the non-isotherm of the system, we introduce the notation ∆U j (U, N ) (with the unit J/mol) depicting the instantaneous internal energy change when the j-th reaction taking place in the sate (U, N ). Combining this notation with the chemical reaction scheme (2.13), we arrive at the pseudo-thermochemical equation
where mass variations are indicated by the stoichiometric coefficients, and the internal energy change is presented by ∆U j (U, N ). Note that (3.1) is different from the thermochemical equation, in which the variation of enthalpy under the standard condition 3 is presented instead of ∆U j (U, N ). Clearly, (3.1) and the thermochemical equation have different physical meanings, as a consequence of which we call (3.1) the pseudo-thermochemical equation. In the sequel of this paper, we skip the arguments of the function ∆U j (U, N ) for simplicity; please keep in mind that ∆U j is a function rather than a constant term.
From the viewpoint of the graph theory, we can also see pseudo-thermochemical equations (3.1) as a graph, where complexes are vertexes, reaction arrows are edges, and ∆U j (j = 1, . . . , r) are parameters associated with edges. Therefore, we can model pseudo-thermochemical equations (3.1) by a non-isothermal analog to isothermal CRN.
Definition 3.1 (Non-isothermal CRN). A non-isothermal chemical reaction network is a triple class (S, C,R), where
• S and C are identical to the ones in Definition 2.5, representing the species set and the complex set, respectively, •R {(y σ1 → y π1 , ∆U 1 ) , . . . , (y σr → y πr , ∆U r )} is the reaction set with σ j and π j (1 ≤ j ≤ r) being indexes of the substrate complex and product complex of the j-th reaction. Particularly, for each reaction, σ j and π j should not be the same unless y σj and y πj are both zero complexes.
Compared with the isothermal CRN (S, C, R) (c.f. Definition 2.5), the non-isothermal CRN attaches a new term, ∆U j , to each reaction edge, while preserving other basic structures (the species set, the complex set, and connection relations).
Utilizing non-isothermal CRNs, we can describe a variety of chemical reaction systems with different physical natures. In isolated cases, the internal energy of the considered system is conserved, and, therefore, each reaction can be depicted by (3.1) with ∆U j being zero. In isothermal cases, chemical reactions can also be modeled by a non-isothermal CRN with ∆U j = y πj − y σj u(T e ), where T e is the environmental temperature, and by which the system's temperature is identical to T e (c.f. (2.4)). As a result, the non-isothermal CRN extends the isothermal CRN defined in Definition 2.5.
Isolated systems and isothermal systems are two kinds of extreme systems, where heat exchanges are, respectively, zero and infinitely fast. A non-isothermal CRN can also model systems in between due to the structure flexibility which enables the network to describe some other physical processes, such as heat exchanges and boundary fluxes. To be specific, the heat exchange can be modeled by two pseudothermochemical equations
where ∅ is the linear combination of substances with respect to a zero vector, and T e is the environmental temperature. With each of the "reaction", the system's internal energy changes by T e − T . Alternatively, the heat fluxes can also be represented by a reaction component (0 n → 0 n , T e − T ), because of which we allow a reaction inR to have at the same time a zero substrate complex and a zero product complex (c.f. Definition 3.1). Similar to the case in isothermal CRNs, the inflow and the outflow of i-th substances can be represented respectively by
where the first "reaction" brings one molecule of the i-th substance and u i (T e ) energy to the system, and the second reaction remove one molecule of the i-th substance and u i (T ) energy. Alternatively, the inflow and outflow of the i-th substances can be shown respectively by (0 n → δ i , u(T e )) and (δ i → 0 n , −u(T )). Moreover, in systems that are not isothermal, instantaneous energy changes ∆U j of real chemical reactions are always zero due to the first law of thermodynamics, which suggests the energy to change only in cases when mass fluxes or heat exchanges take place.
To emphasize these different physical natures of pseudo-thermochemical equations, we denote three reaction subsets,R CR ,R IO , andR HE , as follows, depicting, respectively, real chemical reactions, mass fluxes, and heat exchanges.
We denote the sizes of the above reaction subsets as r CR , r IO and r HE , respectively. In this paper, we consider each system to satisfy the following two conditions, which impose some mild restrictions on the reaction setR.
For simplicity, we assume
Condition 3. One of the following statements about ∆U j is true.
• For each reaction inR CR , we have ∆U j (U, N ) = 0.
• For each reaction inR CR , we have ∆U j (U, N ) = y πj − y σj u(T e ) and r IO = r HE = 0.
From the graph theory, the chemical reaction scheme (3.1) can be alternatively described by the complex matrix, Y , the incidence matrix D 4 , and the energy variation matrix ∆U (∆U 1 , . . . , ∆U r ). Provide with Condition 2, we can write
where D and ∆U are, respectively, the incidence matrix and the energy variation matrix with respect to the subnetworkR ( ∈ {CR, IO, HE}). Similar to the stoichiometric matrix Γ = Y D, we define the stoichiometric-like matrix as follows to indicate the potential change of the state.
Kinetics.
In non-isothermal cases, we consider the reaction kinetics of "real" chemical reactions to satisfy the mass-action law and the transition state theory of Eyring [16] 
wherek j is a constant, ∆G ‡ j (with the unit J) is the free energy difference between the activated state and substrates. Particularly, if ∆G ‡ j = E + 1 2 RT ln T where E is a constant, then the above equation leads to the well-known Arrhenius law. We denote the free energy of the activated state of the j-th reaction to be g AS j (T ) (with the unit of J/mol), then the reaction kinetics can be alternatively expressed by
The above equation can also used to describe the kinetics of artificial reactions in R IO andR HE by setting the artificial term g AS j (T ) properly. For inflow and out flows, we consider the "reaction" kinetics to follow mass-action kinetics only, and then we just need to set ∆G ‡ j = 1 2 RT ln T so that (3.2) works for reactions inR IO . In other words, we set g AS j (T ) = 1 2 A v RT ln T for each inflow and g AS j (T ) = 1 2 A v RT ln T +g i (T ) for the outflow of the i-th substance. Similarly, by setting g AS j (T ) = 1 2 A v RT ln T for the reaction inR HE , we arrived at the Fourier law. We conclude the above discussions in the following condition. 4 Here, Y and D are identical to the ones defined in isothermal CRNs.
Condition 4. ∆G ‡ j = 1 2 RT ln T for each reaction inR IO andR HE . In other words, if y σj = 0 n , then g AS j (T ) = 1 2 A v RT ln T ; if y σj = δ i and y πj = 0 n , then g AS j (T ) = 1 2 A v RT ln T + g i (T ). From (3.2), we can observe thatk j and g AS j (T ) are two key parameters to describe the kinetics. Also, from the viewpoint of the graph theory, these parameters can be viewed as two additional weights associated with each edges. By denotingK = (k 1 , . . . ,k r ) and G = (g AS 1 (T ), . . . , g AS r (T )), we can fully describe a non-isothermal chemical reaction system via (S, C,R,K, G) and determine its dynamics as
where v(U, N ) = (v 1 (U, N ) , . . . , v r (U, N )) with each component defined by (3.2) . Notably, though both consisting of fixed constants, the classK and the class K (defined in isothermal CRNs) are different with respect to their physical meanings. To be specific, each component in K represents the rate constant of each reaction, whereas the element ofK only contains a part of information of the rate constant. Provided with Condition 2, we can also rewrite the dynamics as N ) , . . . , v r CR +r IO (U, N )) depicting reaction rates ofR IO , and v HE (U, N ) = (v r CR +r IO +1 (U, N ) , . . . , v r (U, N )) depicting reaction rates ofR HE .
Remark 3.2. Compare to the previous literature [44, 45] , our model (S, C,R,K, G) utilizes the transition state theory to provide a much clearer interpretation to reaction kinetics and a close connection between the kinetics and thermodynamic properties (c.f. (3.2) and Condition 4), which can greatly benefit the analysis of dynamical behaviors in the sequel. From (3.3), we can observe that the increment of the state always belongs to the linear space ImΓ, and, therefore, can only evolve in an invariant set
where the inequality U ≥ N u(0) suggests the temperature to be non-negative. Parallel to the isothermal case, we term the linear space ImΓ as the stoichiometric-like subspace, the above invariant sets as the stoichiometric-like compatibility class, and the interior of the invariant set, (3.5)
as the positive stoichiometric-like compatibility class.
Example 2. We consider an isolated chemical reaction system to have the reaction scheme (2.18) . According to the isolatedness of the system, both ∆U j (j = 1, 2) are zeros, and, therefore, these reactions can be represented by pseudo-thermochemical equations as follows.
(3.6)
According to the definition, the species set, the complex set, and the reaction set are respectively S = {X 1 , X 2 , X 3 }, C = {(1, 1, 0) , (0, 0, 1) }, and R = (1, 1, 0) → (0, 0, 1) , 0 , (0, 0, 1) → (1, 1, 0) , 0 , combing all of which we can fully describe the pseudo-thermochemical equations (3.6). Note that, in the above network, both reactionsR belong toR CR , i.e. both reactions are "real" chemical reactions. Alternatively, (3.6) can also be described by the complex matrix Y (defined in (2.19) ), the incidence matrix D (defined in (2.19) ), and ∆U = (0, 0). By denotingK = k 1 ,k 2 and G = g AS 1 (T ), g AS 2 (T ) , we can express dynamics as
where the state of the system can only evolve in the stoichiometric-like compatibility class (U (0), N (0)) + ImΓ
4. Detailed balanced networks, dynamic equations, and properties. In this section and the one thereafter, we investigate a special class of non-isothermal CRNs, namely non-isothermal detailed balanced networks, and compare its properties with the ones of isothermal detailed balanced networks to give insight into non-isothermal CRNT.
4.1. Detailed balanced networks. We first define the reversibility for nonisothermal CRNs.
Definition 4.1 (Reversibility). We call a non-isothermal CRN (S, C,R,K, G) reversible, if for every reaction (y σj → y πj , ∆U j ) ∈R there exists a unique (y σj → y πj , ∆Uj) ∈R such that y σj = y πj and y πj = y σj . Moreover, we name (y σj → y πj , ∆Uj) the backward/reverse reaction of (y σj → y πj , ∆U j ).
In both isothermal case and non-isothermal case, reversibility means that each reaction has a backward counterpart that switches the substrate complex and the production complex of the former reaction. However, different from the case in isothermal CRNs where reversible networks must have an even number of reactions, reversible non-isothermal CRNs can have an odd number of reactions, as it can have a reaction (0 n → 0 n , ∆U j ) (c.f. Definition 3.1) whose reverse reaction is itself. Provided with Condition 2, we can observe that each pair of forward and backward reactions belong to the same reaction subset, that is if (y σj → y πj , ∆U j ) ∈R then its backward reaction also belongs toR ( ∈ {CR, IO, HE}). For reactions inR CR , we further assume the activated states of forward and backward reactions in each pair to be identical.
Condition 5. For each pair of forward and backward chemical reactions, (y σj → y πj , ∆U j (U, N )) and (y σj → y πj , ∆Uj(U, N )), inR CR , there is the relation g AS j (T ) = g AS j (T ) for all T > 0.
This assumption is not artificial as it has been observed in many practical chemical reaction processes and well accepted in chemistry literature (c.f. [8, 29] ). Also, Condition 5 plays an important role in establishing a compact dynamic equation that exhibits at the same time the graphic topology and thermodynamic information, and which we utilize for further analyses. The details are discussed in the next subsection. We then define detailed balanced networks for non-isothermal CRNs with the idea of Wegscheider's [46] , that rates of reversible reactions are balanced at some equilibrium. Compare with the corresponding definition for isothermal CRNs, non-isothermal detailed balanced networks requires one more condition that the energy changes of each pair of reversible reactions are balanced. This requirement follows from the philosophy that the system is described by the internal energy and mass, and, therefore, a detailed balanced equilibrium should balance both the mass changes (by the restriction on reaction rates) and internal energy changes (by the restriction on instantaneous energy changes). The second condition of Definition 4.2 is non-trivial for open systems where ∆U j can vary with respect to the temperature (c.f. the definition of R IO ) but trivial for isolated or isothermal system in which ∆U j are always constants. Moreover, to detailedly balance the pair (0 n → δ i , u(T e )) and (δ i → 0 n , −u(T )) (or, (0 n , 0 n , T e − T ) and itself), a detailed balanced equilibrium must satisfy T e = T * . In other words, a detailed balanced equilibrium satisfies (4.1)
T e = T * , if r IO + r HE = 0.
Example 3. We still consider the non-isothermal system introduced in Example 2 whose pseudo-thermochemical equations follow (3.6). Obviously, the non-isothermal CRN is reversible as the two chemical reactions switch each other's substrate complex and product complex. Provided with Condition 5, i.e., g AS 1 (T ) = g AS 2 (T ), we can find a detailed balanced equilibrium (U * , N * ) with
which balances both the reaction rates and instantaneous energy changes (c.f. (3.2) and (3.1)).
A compact formula of detailed balanced networks.
Borrowing the idea and techniques in [40, 45] , we provide, in this subsection, non-isothermal detailed balanced networks with compact dynamic equations that exhibit at the same time network structures and thermodynamic information.
Recall that a pair of forward and backward reactions must belong to the same reaction subset provided with Condition 2. Therefore, without loss of generality, we assume the (2j − 1)-th reaction and 2j-th reaction (j = 1, . . . , rCR+rIO 2 ) in a reversible network (S, C,R,K, G) are a pair of forward and backward reactions. We define matrix
. . , m} and j ∈ {1, . . . , (r CR + r IO )/2}. depicting the connection relation in a reversible network. Moreover, we denote B CR ∈ R m×rCR/2 the subblock of the matrix B consisted of the first (r CR /2) columns, and B IO ∈ R m×rIO/2 the subblock of the matrix B consisted of the last (r IO /2) columns, which depict the connection relation inR CR andR IO , respectively. In a reversible network, though B is only half of the scale of the incidence matrix D ( ∈ {CR, IO}), both matrices can represent the topology ofR and contain the same information. Proof. For any element ξ ∈ ImΓ, there is a r-dim vector ζ such that ξ = Γζ. We defineζ be a r dimensional vector withζ j = ζ j for (j = 1, . . . , r CR + r IO ) and ζ j = 0 for the rest. Since the last r HE rows of Γ are zeros (due to the fact that every complex inR HE is zero), there is the relation Γζ = Γζ = ξ. Furthermore, by denotingζ ∈ R (rCR+rIO)/2 withζ j =ζ 2j−1 −ζ 2j for j = 1, . . . , (r CR + r IO )/2, we have the relation Dζ = Bζ due to (2.14) and (4. as a diagonal matrix valued function with
where T * is the temperature at the state (U * , N * ), and the second equality follows immediately from the definition of the detailed balanced equilibrium and Condition 5. By (3.2), we can also write the diagonal element of K CR (T ) as
from which we can learn K CR (T ) is always positive definite for T > 0. By (3.2) and the notation of K CR (T ), the rates of chemical reactions inR CR can be expressed as
for j = 1, . . . , r CR /2, and, therefore,we can conclude
where µ is the chemical potential of the system (c.f. (2.12) and Proposition 2.3) and µ * is the chemical potential of the system at (U * , N * ).
Similarly, we term
as a constant diagonal matrix with
where the second equality follows from the definition of the detailed balanced equilibrium. Provided with Condition 4 which suggests the kinetics of reactions inR IO to follow mass-action laws only, we can write diagonal elements of K IO alternatively by
from which we can learn K IO is also positive definite. By (3.2), Condition 4 and the notation of K IO , the rates of reactions inR IO can be expressed as v 2j−1+rCR (U, N ) = (K IO (T )) j,j exp y σ2j−1+r CR (LnN − LnN * ) (4.6) v 2j+rCR (U, N ) = (K IO (T )) j,j exp y π2j−1+r CR (LnN − LnN * ) (4.7)
for j = 1, . . . , r IO /2, and, therefore, we can conclude
Note that the reaction inR HE , if any, points from a zero complex to itself, so Y D HE is always zero. Moreover, provided with Condition 4, we can write the rate of the reaction inR HE (if any) as
where the second equality follows from (4.1).
Finally, by (3.4), (4.5) (4.8), and (4.9), the dynamics of a non-isothermal detailed balanced network (S, C,R,K, G) can be expressed aṡ AvRT , which are not presented in previous formulas. Although the formula (3.4) seems complicated in expression, this formula is compact with respect to information, as it exhibits at the same time the network topology, B, and the thermodynamic information, µ. In the next subsection, some basic properties of detailed balanced networks, mainly the stability and the detailed balancing of each equilibrium, are carried out based on this formula.
In the isothermal case where T = T * = T e , the dynamics (4.10) becomeṡ
The dynamic equation (4.11) is exactly the one provided in [40] for isothermal CRNs; therefore, our dynamic equations (4.10) can be viewed as an extension of that formula (in [40] ) to non-isothermal cases. In contrast to the corresponding formula in [40] where K is always constant (c.f. (4.11)), the dynamic equation (4.10) has a diagonal matrix-valued function K CR (T ) which can vary with respect to the temperature due to the transition state theory and exhibits the physical nature of non-isothermal systems.
In another special case where the system is isolated, i.e. r IO = r HE = 0, the the dynamics (4.10) becomė
which is exactly the formula provided in [45] . Compared with it, our formula (4.10) has an additional term, "−Y B IO K IO B IO Exp (Y (LnN − LnN * ))", depicting the effect of boundary fluxes and, therefore, is able to cover a broader class of systems. as the availability function of the negative entropy with respect to a positive detailed balanced equilibrium (U * , N * ), which depicts the difference between the entropy and the supporting hyperplanes at (U * , N * ) (c.f. [2, 48] ). Provided with the inequality (2.3), one can easily observe the function S A (U, N ) is strictly positive at any positive state other than (U * , N * ) due to the strict concavity of the entropy (Proposition 2.4) . The positive definiteness, together with thermodynamics underlying this function, suggests S A (U, N ) to be a good Lyapunov function candidate for investigating thermodynamic processes [2, 47, 48] . In the isothermal case where T ≡ T * , we can rewrite this availability function, by (2.9), as
which implies that two functions, S A (U, N ) and G A (N ), are closely connected, and that S A (U, N ) can automatically serve as a Lyapunov function for detailed balanced networks whose temperature is fixed. Moreover, S A (U, N ) is also proven to be a Lyapunov function for isolated non-isothermal detailed balanced networks [45] . In the following discussion, we further illustrate that the availability function (4.12) serves as a Lyapunov function for every non-isothermal detailed balanced networks. Proof. For B CR K CR (T )B CR where T > 0, each diagonal element satisfies
where the inequality follows from the positive definiteness of K CR (T ), and each offdiagonal element B CR K CR (T )B CR i1,i2 (i 1 , i 2 = 1, . . . , m and i 1 = i 2 ) satisfies Proof. By denoting the j-th element of the considered vector as ξ j (T ) , we have
for y σj+r CR = δ i and, by (4.1),
According to above equations, we can observe that all ξ j (T ) are zero when T = T * . Moreover, by (2.5), we can easily calculate the derivative of ξ j (T ) as
which suggests the derivative of ξ j to be zero at T = T * , positive for T < T * , and negative for T > T * . Given the analysis above, we can conclude that each ξ j (T ) is zero at T = T * and otherwise negative, which shows the result. Therefore, S A (U, N ) is a Lyapunov function for the system (4.10) rendering the equilibrium (U * , N * ) to be stable.
Proof. According to the chain rule and the dynamics (4.10), it follows thaṫ = 0 (i.e. ∇S A (U, N ) ∈ ker(Γ )). Given the analysis above, we show the function S A (U, N ) to be dissipative.
Note that, besides dissipativeness, S A (U, N ) is also positive definite in the positive stoichiometric-like compatibility class PS(U * , N * ). Therefore, by Lyapunov's second method, the function S A (U, N ) is a Lyapunov function for the dynamics (4.10), rendering the state (U * , N * ) to be stable.
The above theorem shows the stability result for non-isothermal detailed balanced networks. Compare to the corresponding result for isothermal networks (the first result of Theorem 2.6), both results indicate the availability function (G A (·) or S A (·)) to serve as Lyapunov functions, whose gradient is orthogonal to the stoichiometric(like) subspace at each non-dissipative state. Though more conditions are required in the above theorem than in Theorem 2.6, these conditions are easy to verify in practical systems, and, therefore, the two stability results for respectively isothermal detailed balanced networks and non-isothermal ones are quite similar in form. Moreover, in the isothermal case where T ≡ T e = T * , the availability function
AvR (c.f. (4.13) ), and the above theorem becomes exactly the first result in Theorem 2.6. Consequently, we can view Theorem 4.9 as an extension of the first result of Theorem 2.6 to non-isothermal cases.
By the above theorem, we can further arrive at the detailed balancing of each positive equilibrium, which extends the second result of Theorem 2.6. Proof. "1⇒2" follows immediately from Theorem 4.9, and "3⇒1" follows from the definition. Therefore, we only need to show "2⇒3".
By the second statement in the above, the definition ofΓ, and Proposition 4.3, we can arrive at Given the analysis above, we show "2⇒3" which proves the result.
5.
Asymptotic stability of detailed balanced network. In this section, we extend the third results of Theorem 2.6, i.e. the asymptotic stability of the detailed balanced network. From Theorem 4.9 and Corollary 4.10, we can learn that the Lyapunov function S A (U, N ) dissipates at any positive state except for the detailed balanced equilibrium. Therefore, by the second Lyapunov's method, showing the asymptotic stability of the system is equivalent to proving the existence and uniqueness of detailed balanced equilibrium in each positive stoichiometric-like compatibility class. Instead, we study this problem by investigating the Legendre transformation of the Lyapunov function S A (U, N ). The Legendre transformation switches the positions of a function's independent variables and derivatives, as a consequence of which it can preserve geometric relations between these variables while possibly generate a function that is unbounded at any boundary. The scheme of the analysis is listed in details as follows. First, we denote the Legendre transformation of S A (U, N ) by
T * ) ⊗ R n . By denoting T o and µ o the temperature and chemical potentials at (U o , N o ), we further modify the Legendre function by shifting it at
Here, we term the modified function as L A (·), because it is also an availability function of the Legendre transformation with respect to (β o , γ o ). Note that functions' convexities are preserved under both the Legendre transformation and the availability function transformation. Therefore, L(β, γ) and L A (β, γ) are both strictly convex. In where T * * and µ * * are respectively the temperature and chemical potentials at the state (U * * , N * * ). From the above relations, we can conclude by the convexity of L A (·) that (β * * , γ * * ) is a minimum point of L A (β, γ) in the region D ∩ (ImΓ) ⊥ if and only if (U * * , N * * ) is detailed balanced. Thus, showing the existence and uniqueness of a detailed balanced equilibrium is equivalent to proving the existence and uniqueness of a minimum point of L A (β, γ) in the region D ∩ (ImΓ) ⊥ . In contrast with the previous idea to directly investigate S A (U, N ), this method to analyze L A (β, γ) is realizable due to the unboundedness of L A (β, γ) at any boundary (which we show latter) and some convexity analysis results that can deal with such a case.
In the isothermal case, the existence and uniqueness of a detailed balanced equilibrium in a positive stoichiometric compatibility class (N o + ImΓ) ∩ R n >0 is shown by investigating an auxiliary function (c.f. [22] )
Note that the Legendre transformation of the pseudo-Helmholtz free energy is
where γ = ∇G A (N ), and its shifted function at γ = LnN o − LnN * is given by
which only differ from the auxiliary function ψ(γ) in a constant (N * ) Exp(γ o ). Therefore, though not pointed out explicitly in [22] , the Legendre transformation also governs the asymptotic stability analysis of isothermal detailed balanced networks.
5.2.
The proof of asymptotic stability. First, we point out that the variables T and N can be expressed as
Given the above expressions, we further use Condition 1 to show the unboundedness of L A (β, γ) at any boundary.
Proof. We first show the unboundedness of L A (β, γ) at any finite boundary, i.e. (5.4) . According to the definition, we can re-express L A (β, γ) as
where Con is some constant, and the last equality follows from (2.9). By (5.2), we can conclude that lim β→( 1 T * ) − T = +∞, and, therefore,
where the first equality follows from (5.3), and the second from Condition 1. By plugging it into (5.6), we arrive at (5.4), i.e. the unboundedness of L A (β, γ) at any finite boundary.
Then, we show part of (5.5) whereβ = 0 andγ = 0 n . In this case, we obtain
where the second equality follows from (5.2) and (5.3), and the last equality follows from the unboundedness of function f (x) = b 1 e ax − abx, (b 1 , b 2 > 0, a = 0), at infinities. Finally, we show the part of (5.5) whereβ < 0. In this case, we can calculate 
where the second equality follows from lim θ→∞ T = 0, lim θ→∞ 1/T = lim θ→∞β θ, and (2.6). To calculate the limit of term i (θβ, θγ), we need to consider three cases: 1. "u i (0)β i +γ i > 0": In this case, the exponential term in the above dominants, and therefore, lim θ→∞ term i (θβ, θγ) = ∞. 2. "u i (0)β i +γ i = 0": In this case, term i (θβ, θγ) ≡ 0. 3. "u i (0)β i +γ i < 0": In this case, the constant term in the above dominants, and therefore, lim θ→∞ term i (θβ, θγ) > 0. To conclude, there exists a positive valueθ such that for any θ >θ each term i (θβ, θγ) > 0, and, therefore
This fact suggests L A (θβ, θγ) to have at least linear growth with respect to θ and go to infinity as θ → +∞. Given the analysis above, we prove the proposition.
Then we prove the existence and uniqueness of a minimum point in D ∩ ker(Γ ). Proof. The non-emptiness of S c follows from (0, 0 n ) ∈ S c ; the convexity follows from the convexity of the function L A (β, γ). Therefore, we only need to show the closeness of this set. Let {(β , γ )} be a convergent sequence in S c with the limit (β ∞ , γ ∞ ) (in the closure of D ∩ ker(Γ )). By (5.4), we know that (β ∞ , γ ∞ ) cannot be on the boundary of D and, therefore, must in the interior of D ∩ ker(Γ ). Moreover, by the continuity, we have L A (β ∞ , γ ∞ ) = lim →∞ L A (β , γ ) ≤ L A (0, 0 n ), which suggests (β ∞ , γ ∞ ) to be in the set S c . Therefore, we show the result. Proof. We first prove by contradiction that S c contains no half line with endpoint 0 n+1 . Assume S c contains a half line {(θβ, θγ) | θ > 0} where (β,γ) = 0 n+1 . By (5.5) and the definition of S c , the parameterβ should be greater than zero; by the fact D = (−∞, 1 T * ) ⊗ R n is only half of R n+1 , the parameterβ cannot be greater than zero. As a result, S c contains no half line with endpoint 0 n+1 .
Note that an unbounded closed and convex set containing 0 n+1 must have a half line with endpoint 0 n+1 [37, P. 105]. Therefore, the closed convex set S c (c.f. Proposition 5.2) is bounded, and, moreover, compact. The uniqueness of the minimum point follows immediately from the strict convexity of L A (β, γ), and, therefore, we prove the result.
Finally, we show the existence and uniqueness of a detailed balanced equilibrium in each positive stoichiometric compatibility class and the asymptotic stability of the equilibrium. Uniqueness: Note that Corollary 4.10 suggests any positive detailed balanced equilibrium to be a stationary point of S A (U, N ) in its positive stoichiometric compatibility class. Therefore, the uniqueness of the detailed balanced equilibrium follows immediately from the strict convexity of S A (U, N ).
Asymptotic stability: As mentioned above, any positive detailed balanced equilibrium is a stationary point of S A (U, N ) in its positive stoichiometric compatibility class. Therefore, the strict convexity of S A (U, N ) suggests the function S A (U, N ) to be lower bounded in PS(U o , N o ) with the minimum point at the unique detailed balanced equilibrium. Note that by Theorem 4.9 and Corollary 4.10, the function S A (U, N ) is strictly dissipative at any positive state other than detailed balanced equilibrium. Thus, by the second Lyapunov method, the unique detailed balanced equilibrium is locally asymptotic stable.
5.
3. Some further remarks. Theorem 5.5 extends the third result in Theorem 4.9, and, therefore, non-isothermal detailed balanced networks inherit all results in Theorem 4.9: dissipativeness (Theorem 4.9), the detailed balancing of each equilibrium (Corollary 4.10), the existence and uniqueness of the equilibrium (Theorem 5.5), and the asymptotic stability (Theorem 5.5).
From the above analysis, we can observe Condition 1, which suggests the unboundedness of each partition function Z i (·), plays an important role in showing Theorem 5.5 by guaranteeing the unboundedness of the modified Legendre transformation L A (β, γ) at any boundary. Note that this condition is absent in any result prior to this section; therefore, in this paper, it serves specifically for the asymptotic stability problem. Moreover, all propositions concerning L A (β, γ) in the previous subsection are independent of the specific structure of a non-isothermal CRN and purely thermodynamic knowledge, which implies that thermodynamics can help researchers gain insights into CRNT.
Also, we need to emphasize that the asymptotic stability shown in Theorem 5.5 is a local result rather than a global one. It is caused by the failure of the second Lyapunov method to preclude boundary ω-limit points provided that the Lyapunov function is finite at finite boundaries and can be non-dissipative on them. It still remain an open problem whether a non-isothermal detailed balanced network is globally asymptotically stable or not. To further investigate this problem, researchers are required to study the persistence of non-isothermal detailed balanced networks, i.e. to check whether or not boundary ω-limit points exist. Some methodologies [4, 5, 14, 24] that succeed in investigating persistence of isothermal CRNs can be helpful to this problem.
Conclusion.
In this paper, we provide a graphic formulation for modeling non-isothermal chemical reaction systems based on the classical CRNT and apply it to analyzing dynamic properties of detailed balanced network systems. To model thermal effects, we first extend the isothermal CRN by adding two parameters to each (reaction) edge depicting respectively the instantaneous energy change and the transition state theory. The newly established networks are termed as non-isothermal CRNs and shown to be efficient in modeling a broad class of non-isothermal chemical reaction systems. Moreover, we introduce detailed balanced networks for non-isothermal CRNs with the idea of Wegscheider's and provide them with a compact dynamic formula that exhibits at the same time the network topology and thermodynamic information. With this compact formula, the Legendre transformation, and some mild conditions, we show non-isothermal detailed balanced network systems to admit some fundamental properties, 1. dissipativeness with respect to S A (U, N ) (Theorem 4.9), 2. the detailed balancing of each equilibrium (Corollary 4.10), 3. the existence, uniqueness, and asymptotic stability of the detailed balanced equilibrium (Theorem 5.5), which is well consistent with results in isothermal detailed balanced networks. In contrast with the corresponding results for isothermal cases, the above properties require more conditions for non-isothermal detailed balanced networks. Specifically, (2.3) ensure the well definiteness of thermodynamic quantities, Condition 2, Condition 3 and Condition 4 enables the non-isothermal CRNs to model a broad class of practical reaction systems, Condition 5 helps to construct a compacted formula for non-isothermal detailed balanced networks, and Condition 1 is used to prove the asymptotic stability by guaranteeing modified Legendre transformation to be unbounded at any boundary. In a practical system, these conditions are usually easy to verify and, therefore, not too restrictive. In general, the analysis and results of this work, especially thermodynamic interpretations, provide insights into the research of non-isothermal chemical reaction systems.
There are numerous topics that we are pursuing, related to non-isothermal CRNT. First, for non-isothermal detailed balanced networks, it remains an open problem to extend the established locally asymptotic stability to a global result. Some methods that succeed in investigating the persistence of isothermal CRNs, such as strongly endotactic networks [24] , the tier structure [3, 5] , semi-locking sets [4] , and the toric differential inclusion [14, 24] , can be helpful to this problem. Second, we will also investigate the connection between the network topology and unique/multi-stationarity, whose results can be later applied to chemical engineering designs to preclude undesired stationary states. We suspect that the deficiency theory can still work for the equilibrium analysis of non-isothermal CRNs after some necessary modifications. Third, since oscillations are common phenomena in chemical engineering, it is also interesting to investigate what causes oscillations in non-isothermal CRNs. Forth, we are also exploring the stochastic behaviors of non-isothermal CRNs when systems' scales are small and trying to extract thermodynamic knowledge from them. The recent work [18] is a good starting point for this problem. Finally, though most relevant topics of non-isothermal CRNs are in the field of chemical engineering, there are still some applications in biological studies. For instance, we will apply non-isothermal CRNT to investigating how living creatures, especially mammals, achieve the homeostasis of its body temperature under environmental changes.
